Community Reading Clinic

Expert, Low Cost, Literacy Assessment and Tutoring
For K-12 Students

√ Established leadership in effective literacy intervention for K-12 students in the greater San Diego educational community.

√ Expert, one-on-one literacy tutoring for failing readers and writers in grades K-12.
  • Extensive, individual literacy assessment and written report completed by trained and supervised clinicians. $40.00 per client.
  • Extensive, individual literacy instruction in 1-hour sessions provided by trained and supervised clinicians. $100.00 per semester per child ($500.00 in summer session).

√ Supervised, clinical experiences supporting the School of Teacher Education’s graduate program in the Master of Arts Degree in Reading and Language Arts and Reading Specialist Credential programs.

√ Scholarships are available entirely by donations, allowing the Community Reading Clinic to provide literacy assessment and tutoring to students of families who cannot afford our costs:
  • A $500.00 donation covers tutoring costs for 5 children per semester (1 child in the summer session), potentially improving each child’s literacy progress by 2 to 3 years’ growth.
  • Donations of $1,000.00 or more allow us to employ paid clinicians on a year-round basis, providing assessment and tutoring beyond the class schedule for graduate student clinicians.
  • Donations allow us to expand our services so that 100 or more students can receive much-needed instructional support and experience academic success!

For Additional Information:
Dr. Sharan A. Gibson
Director, SDSU Community Reading Clinic
619-594-7182
sgibson@mail.sdsu.edu